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Drosophila odz Gene Is Required for Multiple
Cell Types in the Compound Retina
Yael Kinel-Tahan, Hanna Weiss,† Orly Dgany,‡ Anna Levine, and Ron Wides*

The Drosophila melanogaster pair-rule gene odz (odd Oz, or Ten-m) is expressed in distinct patterns in the
larval eye imaginal disc. Its earliest eye expression occurs in ommatidial precursors starting from the
posterior edge of the morphogenetic furrow. Loss of function of odz activity leads to visible light
photoreceptor loss; R7 photoreceptor loss; ommatidial size, shape, and rotation defects; ommatidial
disorder and fusions; interommatidial bristle defects; and ommatidial lens defects. The same effects are
seen in odz eye mitotic clones, in odz–Ten-a transheterozygous combinations, and in eyes expressing an
Odz-Dominant Negative transgene (Odz-DN). Effects of the same strength are also seen when the Odz-DN
transgene is driven only in regions of scabrous expression, which overlaps the four columns of Odz
expression clusters behind the furrow. Small odz mitotic clones suggest an odz role in cell proliferation or
survival. Senseless is expressed in odz mutant clones, in a fairly ordered manner, indicating that Odz
acts downstream of R8 specification. Disorder within each ommatidium in odz clones is accompanied by
some loss of R7 precursors and visible photoreceptor precursor order. Developmental Dynamics 236:
2541–2554, 2007. © 2007 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The Drosophila melanogaster pair-rule
(P-R) gene odd Oz (odz or Ten-m) en-
codes a membrane-anchored cell sur-
face protein, and not an obvious tran-
scription factor, like other P-R genes
(Levine et al., 1994; Baumgartner et al.,
1994). odz is the archetype of a family of
genes found in all metazoans (e.g., Wil-
son et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1998;
Oohashi et al., 1999; Otaki and Fire-
stein, 1999; Rubin et al., 1999; Mieda et
al., 1999; Brandau et al., 1999; Ben-Zur
et al., 2000), also implicated in pattern
formation in development. The first
non-Drosophilan Odz/Tenm mutations,

mouse Odz4 alleles that lead to failure
in gastrulation and somite formation,
and a small deletion of the Caenorhab-
ditis elegans ortholog that leads to em-
bryo arrest among early defects (Lossie
et al., 2005; Drabikowski et al., 2005),
support this family’s necessity for
proper metazoan patterning. Odz/Tenm
family members appear to encode re-
ceptor like proteins, with discordant yet
convergent evidence that discrete do-
mains of the proteins might be pro-
cessed into elements involved in tran-
scription (Dgany and Wides, 2002;
Bagutti et al., 2003; Nunes et al., 2005).
These proteins have been modeled, mu-

tually exclusively, as type I and as type
II transmembrane proteins, leaving a
coherent picture of their mechanism of
function enigmatic. Mouse expression
evidence verifies that five distinct, par-
tially nonoverlapping, proteins are de-
rived from the Odz4 locus (Lossie et al.,
2005). This variety of protein coding ca-
pacity, likely in all members of the gene
family, could be the source leading to
data supporting two models of the gene
products.

Key patterning roles for odz in
postembryonic Drosophila contexts
are implicated by expression studies.
Odz protein is expressed in the pre-
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cursors of most Drosophila sensory or-
gans, including macrocheatae and
chordotonal organs, antennae, and
maxillary palps (Levine et al., 1997b).
A subset of this expression persists in
sensory neurons of the adult. Most in-
triguing is the Odz distribution in the
eye imaginal disc. Odz is expressed in
distinguishable ommatidial units in
posterior positions of the late larval
disc. This late expression persists to
the posterior edge of the disc, is point-
like in the center of the developing
ommatidia, and is lost in sevenless
mutants (Levine et al., 1997b). Odz is
also prominently, but transiently, ex-
pressed near the mophogenetic furrow
in a dynamic pattern (Levine et al.,
1997b). A second Drosophila paralog
of odz, Ten-a, for which we have
shown a segmentation role (Rako-
vitsky et al., manuscript submitted for
publication), also displays indications
of a role in eye development, on which
we expand below.

Development of the compound eye
of Drosophila is one of the most exten-
sively studied models in molecular ge-
netics and development (Tomlinson
and Ready, 1987; Pappu and Mardon,
2004). The Drosophila retina is com-
posed of a highly ordered array of light
sensing subunits termed ommatidia,
each with eight photoreceptor cells
and additional accessory cells (Ready
et al., 1976). The development of this
order begins with the differentiation
of initially equipotent cells in the
wake of the morphogenetic furrow
(MF), which traverses the eye imagi-
nal disc from its posterior to anterior
side. Behind the MF, clusters of differ-
entiating neurons resolve into a
founder neuronal photoreceptor (PR)
cell, photoreceptor R8, and subse-
quent PR cells that are recruited to
the ommatidial cluster in an invariant
order (Tomlinson and Ready, 1987).
The selected presumptive R8 cell must
complete its own differentiation, as
well as recruit the subsequent seven
PR cells and the first of the accessory
cells of the ommatidium. Several ma-
jor signaling pathways are involved in
this stochastic process of transforming
an undifferentiated epithelial mono-
layer into an ordered field of subunits
of photoreceptors surrounded by ac-
cessory cells. These include Decapen-
taplegic (Dpp, a BMP protein) and
Hedgehog in morphogenetic furrow

progression (Voas and Rebay, 2004);
Wg in orienting the furrow and eye
axes (Lee and Treisman, 2001); Notch,
Delta, and Scabrous in initial commit-
ment to a neuronal direction plus sub-
sequent lateral inhibition to regulate
placement of ommatidial precursors
(Sundaram, 2005); EGF receptor for
recruitment of most types of differen-
tiating cells (Freeman, 1998); and the
many transcription factors which
carry out the gist of the signaling de-
cisions (Pappu and Mardon, 2004). At
later stages, the last accessory cells of
the ommatidia are dependent on fur-
ther larval and pupal inductions in
the eye disc (Mollereau and Domingos,
2005), to arrive at a complete comple-
ment of ommatidial cells. The precise
placement of potential Odz activity
among these pathways necessitates
examining it with respect to these spe-
cific processes.

In this work, we have carried out a
series of odz “knockdown” regimens in
the eye to make a first direct assess-
ment of the necessity of Odz for nor-
mal retinal development. We achieved
this by expressing an Odz-Dominant
Negative transgene in the eye; by cre-
ating genetically marked odz� mitotic
eye clones; and by examining the phe-
notypes of odz–Ten-a transheterozy-
gous flies. All of the regimens gave the
same cluster of phenotypes of rough-
ness, ommatidial disorder, and misal-
location of several cell types. odz is
implicated to act earliest after the fur-
row, in clusters of developing PRs,
then later in proliferation or survival,
and in more direct specification of dis-
tinct eye cell types.

RESULTS

Odz Is Distinctively
Expressed Behind the Eye
Morphogenetic Furrow in
Ommatidial Precursors

The P-R gene odd Oz (odz, or Ten-m)
is strongly expressed in two highly re-
stricted patterns in the monolayer ep-
ithelium of the eye disc of the third
instar larva of D. melanogaster (Le-
vine et al., 1997b). At a late stage of
larval retinal organization and devel-
opment, Odz protein appears in one
cell per ommatidium in a sevenless-
dependent manner (Levine et al.,
1997b) and persists (Fig. 1a, arrow-

head, and 1b). At higher resolution
and greater sensitivity, this expres-
sion proves to be a series of punctate
staining patterns adjacent to the R8
cell position (as indicated by nuclear
Senseless, see below; Fig. 1l). A verti-
cal section through the disc reveals
that this punctuate staining is apical
of the R8 cell, as expected for R7 (Fig.
1l�). The placement of this apical
staining relative to “lower” encircling
nuclear staining of visible PRs, and
relative to the more basally specifi-
cally marked R8 nucleus (aqua), fur-
ther supports its identification as R7
expression (Fig. 1m).

Preceding this expression consider-
ably, developmentally, is a strong
transient appearance of Odz at and
posterior to the MF (Fig. 1a, arrow).
At higher magnification, this expres-
sion strip resolves into discrete blocks
of staining aligned in four staggered
orderly columns parallel to the MF
(Fig. 1b, and magnified inset 1c, ar-
rows). The characteristic morphology
of this staining (Fig. 1c) associates it
with forming ommatidial clusters of
photoreceptor cell precursors “emerg-
ing” behind the MF (Tomlinson and
Ready, 1987). The cells in each group-
ing are labeled at their peripheries,
consistent with the known plasma
membrane localization of Odz protein
(Levine et al., 1994; Dgany and Wides,
2002).

The position of Odz-expressing cells
near the morphogenetic furrow was
clarified by examining double staining
for Senseless and Odz protein. This
was primarily done with superim-
posed confocal optical slices, given the
different depths of expression of these
two proteins within the disc (Fig. 1d–
h,h�). Senseless expression, first ap-
pearing in the furrow in intermediate
groups, becomes restricted to two to
three cells migrating apically, the R8
equivalence group (Fig. 1e; Frankfort
et al., 2001). Senseless expression is
subsequently further restricted to the
single R8 precursor cell per forming
ommatidium, then to R8 cells (Fig.
1e). The anterior-most Odz expressing
clusters are just posterior to the R8
equivalence groups (Fig. 1d–f). At
higher resolution, juxtaposition of the
earliest expression of Odz and Sense-
less indicates that Odz is expressed in
the ommatidial precursors containing
the first singlet R8 precursors, column
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0 (Fig. 1g; see Tomlinson and Ready,
1987; Wolff and Ready, 1993; Jarman et
al., 1995; Baker and Zitron, 1995). The
Odz expression clusters are each asso-
ciated around one R8 Senseless-ex-
pressing cell that lies in a deeper focal
plane in the disc (Fig. 1h). A vertical
cross-section through these discs in col-
umn 0 (between two arrows in Fig. 1h),
show Odz protein expressed apically,
above each associated R8 cell (Fig. 1h�).

In column 0, Odz is expressed pe-
ripherally in up to eight cells, whereas
by column 3, often just two cells dis-
play expression (Fig. 1c,g,j,k). Mor-
phologies of Odz staining clusters de-
rive from expression within a subset
of the cells whose apical membranes
are known to stain darkly with cobalt
sulfide (Tomlinson and Ready, 1987).
Column 0 displays membranal Odz
expression on a portion of “rosette”
formations, column 1 shows “arc” mor-
phologies, and columns 2 and 3 appear
as wholly or partially stained (respec-
tively) closed preclusters (Fig. 1j,k).
Rosettes are primarily stained only on
their posterior half (Fig. 1j, arrow).
The most posterior Odz expression, in
column 3, appears only in prospective
R3 and R4 cells (Fig. 1k, arrowheads).
The column-wise expression place-
ment was bolstered by performing
double staining of eye discs for Odz
and Elav proteins (Fig. 1i). Elav,
known to be weakly detected most an-
teriorly in R2 and R5 in column two
(Yang and Baker, 2006), is seen to
partially overlap the Odz-expressing
rows. Elav overlaps the fourth, or
third and fourth, column of Odz ex-
pression (columns 2 and 3). Overall
these data support a transient expres-
sion pattern of Odz in the wake of R8
specification, when the first additional
photoreceptors are being recruited.

Carboxy-Terminal Truncated
Variant of the Odz Protein
Exhibits Dominant Negative
Odz Activity

Odz protein bears EGF-like repeats
that are most similar to those of the
Drosophila proteins (Levine et al.,
1994; Adams et al., 2000) Notch and
its ligands Serrate and Delta, as well
as the Notch modulator Crumbs (Her-
ranz et al., 2006). We have examined
the Odz protein using a battery of an-
tibodies, and model the protein as a

Fig. 1. Odz is expressed behind the morphogenetic furrow (MF) of the eye imaginal disc. All eye discs
are oriented with the posterior to the right, anterior to the left. a–c: Immunocytochemistry based on
anti-Odz monoclonal mouse antibody followed by horseradish peroxidase (HRP) -conjugated second-
ary antibody and diaminobenzamidine (DAB) turnover (brown). a: Odz is expressed posterior to the
morphogenetic furrow (arrow) and as point-like expression in more mature developing ommatidia
(arrowhead). b: At higher magnification, Odz can be seen in four staggered columns of preclusters after
the furrow. c: At higher resolution, Odz can be seen at the periphery of cells in the four columns (arrows)
of the clusters. d–f: Odz (red immunofluorescence, f), Senseless (green immunofluoresence, e), and
both expressions merged (d), in a confocal image showing overlapping sections from a wild-type third
larval eye disc. The Senseless image is from a confocal optical section deeper in the eye disc than that
of Odz. g: A higher resolution view of Odz (red) and Senseless (green) expression along the MF. h: Odz
and Senseless expression in R8 equivalence groups and in columns 0–3. h�: A vertical cross-section
through the disc examined along the line demarcated by white arrows in h. Apical is on the right. i: Rat
anti-Elav antibody covisualized, using anti-rat horseradish peroxidase (HRP) secondary and diamino-
benzamidine (DAB) turnover in the presence of Cobalt (black), with anti-mouse HRP Odz standard
immunocytochemical staining (brown). j: High resolution view of Odz (HRP) in ommatidia at the furrow.
The three most anterior columns of Odz-expressing cells (marked columns 0–2) are in “rosette” (0),
“arc” (1), or closed precluster (2) groupings. Odz only stains a portion of the rosette (arrow). k: Odz (HRP)
as in j with the four Odz expressing columns (marked columns 0–3). The column 3 closed preclusters
(arrowheads) are stained only in their most anterior cells, prospective R3 and R4 precursors. l: A high
resolution view of Odz (blue) and Senseless (red) in the region of developing R7 cells, with a cross-
section through the disc examined along the line demarcated by white arrows, as displayed in l�. l�:
apical is up, basal is down. m: A-high resolution view of Odz (red), Senseless (green), and Hoechst
nuclear staining (blue) in the region of developing R7 cells. Cross-sections through the disc examined
along the lines demarcated by white arrowheads in an X and Y axis are shown above and to the right,
respectively. They show apical Odz staining in red, nuclei of the cells in clusters in blue, and the basal
R8 nucleus in aqua (green and blue together).
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type I transmembrane protein (Levine
et al., 1994; Dgany and Wides, 2002).
It is, by many biochemical measures of
the protein’s posttranslational modifi-
cations and membrane deployment,

Fig. 2. A C-terminal truncation transgene confers Odz-Dominant Neg-
ative (Odz-DN) activity. Embryos of the phenotypes: odzl(3)844/
Df(3)odzAL3 (a), and (b) odzl(3)844/Df(3)odzAL3 (b), HS-Odz-DN demon-
strates the dominant negative impact of the transgene Odz-DN. The heat
shock-dependent cuticle phenotype was generated by raising embryos
at 29°C, as in Experimental Procedures section. Cuticles were prepared
as in experimental methods. Heads are oriented to the left.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Odz-Dominant Negative (Odz-DN) eye
expression causes ommatidial disorder, mis-
allocation of cells, and interommatidial bristle
(IOB) defects. A UAS-Odz-DN transgene was
driven by the GMR driver w; P{w[�mC]�GAL4-
ninaE.GMR}12 at 29°C, with an accompanying
control of the GMR driver alone cultured in par-
allel under identical conditions. a,c,e–g: GMR
driver; UAS-Odz-DN. b,d,h: GMR driver alone
as controls for a, c, and g, respectively. a,c:
Adult eyes in SEM with irregular ommatidial
size, bristle defects, and fusions. e,f: Sections
of adult eyes from GMR driven UAS-Odz-DN
flies. Arrows indicate some of the ommatidia
with an abnormal number of photoreceptor (PR)
cells, or ommatidial fusions. g,h: Odz (brown)
and Elav (black) immunocytochemistry. The
staining is “compressed” where ommatidial
founder spacing has lessened with Odz-DN ex-
pression (g) vs. without Odz-DN (h).

Fig. 4. odz- mitotic clones are very small rela-
tive to their twin spots. a–d: Adult eyes resulting
from FRT-80B (chromosome 3L) “flips” to cre-
ate mitotic clones marked by white gene dos-
age appear for w-odz- clones (c,d) and wild-
type w- clones (a,b). Dark red patches
represent twin spots carrying two w� trans-
genes (see Experimental Procedures section).
a,b: Control clones have identically sized twin
spots. c,d: The w- odz- clones are very small
relative to their associated neighboring twin
spots.
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analogous to the Notch protein
(Dgany and Wides, 2002), despite its
evident ability to dimerize (Feng et
al., 2002). By modeling Odz trans-
genes on Notch dominant-negative
transgene structures (Rebay et al.,
1991), an Odz C-terminal truncation
containing the first 1131 amino acids
(aa) of the polypeptide (out of 2731 aa)
was engineered. Protein expression
from this transgene was proven under
various induction regimens, including
heat shock promoter-based leaky ex-
pression of the Odz carboxy-trunca-
tion protein in embryos raised at ele-
vated temperatures (Dgany and
Wides, 2002). The ability of the pro-
tein to function dominant negatively
was proven through enhancement of
the odz embryo cuticle phenotype. It
enhances a weak allele combination of
odz, which leads to very subtle segmen-
tation defects (Fig. 2a; and Levine et al.,
1997a), to a full fledged P-R phenotype
(compare Fig. 2a and 2b), essentially
phenocopying an odz null phenotype.

Odz-Dominant Negative Eye
Expression Induces Distinct
Eye Phenotypes

The Odz-Dominant Negative (Odz-
DN) transgene caused similar pheno-
typic consequences under different in-
duction regimens in the eye, including
use of heat shock promoters or use of
Gal4 lines to drive UAS-Odz-DN. Re-
sults only for the UAS-Odz-DN trans-
gene driven by a single copy of GMR-
Gal4 (Fig. 3) are, therefore, shown
here. Flies carrying only GMR-Gal4
were cultured and examined simulta-
neously, with great care taken to es-
tablish conditions to minimize the
phenotypic impacts of the GMR-Gal4-
alone control (Fig. 3b,d; see Experi-
mental Procedures section). Expres-
sion of the full-length Odz transgene
induced no abnormal phenotypes (not
shown). In contrast, expression of the
Odz-DN transgene induced significant
roughness in the adult eye (Fig. 3a,c).
At high resolution, disruption of the
spacing and order of ommatidial rows,
loss of hexagonal shape for some om-
matidia, and many scattered small
and large ommatidia are observed
(Fig. 3c). Partial and full fusions of

two or three ommatidia occur in the
various regimens to varying degrees
(see Fig. 3c). Many interommatidial
bristles are missing, whereas super-
numerary bristles, often close to re-
gions of bristle loss, are seen (Fig. 3c).

Defects seen in sections of these
adult retina are consistent with mis-
spaced ommatidia and loss of specific
cell types. First, several ommatidia
have only six, and sometimes five, PR
cells (Fig. 3e,f). Judging by the cross-
sectional size and shape of the PRs’
rhabdomeres, the cells often absent
are R7, while visible light PRs are
missing in other ommatidia (Fig. 3f,
arrows). There are also ommatidia
with more than seven PR cells visible,
and fusions between ommatidia. This
finding includes complete fusions
where 12 and more PRs can be seen
with no support cells between them
(Fig. 3e, arrowhead). Third instar lar-
val eye discs with induced Odz-DN
(Fig. 3g) show a “compression” of the
earliest Odz-expressing ommatidial
clusters. The clusters appear as only
one to two rows of Odz staining before
Elav expression.

Mutant odz Clones Are at a
Proliferative Disadvantage
to Wild-Type Tissue

To more conclusively view the impact
of loss of odz activity on eye develop-
ment, we embarked on creating the
means to observe odz mitotic clones.
Homologous recombination of existing
odz mutations onto a flippable FRT
chromosome is extremely difficult due
to the proximity of odz (at 79E on 3L)
to the only appropriate available cen-
tromere-proximal FRT insertion on
the chromosome (at 80B; see Experi-
mental Procedures section). This was
rendered virtually impossible by the
selectable marker’s (Neo) activity loss
in FRT-80B stock lines (note in Fly-
base, Bloomington). To create flip-
pable odz mutant lines, we instead
EMS mutagenized the existing FRT-
80B chromosome (one proven to truly
have only one FRT; see Flybase), then
screened for loss of viability across
from an odz lethal mutation (see Ex-
perimental Procedures section). The
resulting allele isolated and used
here, odz628, is a lethal mutation on

an FRT-80B chromosome. While le-
thal, it gives only a mild, partially
penetrant cuticle segmentation defect
phenotype. It was outcrossed to un-
link any other third chromosome le-
thals. It fails to complement to viabil-
ity any odz allele tested. It makes no
apparent protein (data not shown),
but according to its nonamorphic cuti-
cle phenotype, is not a null mutation.

The first obvious consequence of
odz loss was very small mitotic clone
size. Rather than being of equal size
to their odz� twin spots, as expected,
the white odz clones were consis-
tently several fold smaller than the
dark red odz� homozygous twin
spots (Fig. 4c,d). This finding is in
contrast to control white twin spots
generated using the parental FRT-
80B chromosome (see Experimental
Procedures section), which gave
equal size white and deep red twin
spots (Fig. 4a,b). Whether the
growth disadvantage of odz clones is
due to failure to proliferate, promo-
tion of cell death, or differential dif-
ferentiation and survival is not
clear. What this did mean was that
assessing other odz functions in the
eye, in clones typically covering a
very small number of ommatidia,
was difficult (see below). Many
clones were in fact missed alto-
gether, when a white spot was not
detectable to point to the less prom-
inent dark red twin spot generated
from the “flip.”

To verify that this survival disad-
vantage was independent of an eye
specific differentiation or proliferation
function, we also looked at flipped
odz628 mitotic clones in other tissues.
In the wing, odz� clones are marked
with mwh (multiple wing hairs), and
odz� homozygous clones are marked
with f (forked) wing trichomes due to
lack of an f� transgene in an f36a

background (see Experimental Proce-
dures section; Resino et al., 2002; Fig.
5a). Schematic representation of the
clone distribution in a typical sam-
pling of wings demonstrates that the
odz mutation also confers the same
growth or survival disadvantage to
wings (Fig. 5d–g). In contrast, in twin
spots created by this method using the
parental wild-type FRT chromosome,
the twin clones were of identical size
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(Fig. 5b,c). Thus, proliferative disad-
vantage is imparted even by a hypo-
morphic odz allele. It must also be
noted that alternative alleles will be

necessary to fully rule out the possi-
bility that the odz628 clone death
might be due to a lethal at a second
locus on 3L.

Mutant odz Clones, and odz
Clones in a Minute
Background Show the
Roughness, Ommatidial
Fusions, and PR and
Sensory Bristle Defects Seen
in Odz-DN Eyes

A closer look at the largest of white
odz� clones shows a variety of defects
(Supplementary Figure S1, which
can be viewed at http://www.inter
science.wiley.com/jpages/1058-8388/
suppmat). However, a more extensive
examination was attainable in odz�

clones generated in a Minute (M)
background (Figs. 6, 7). Both regi-
mens yielded the same results and
mutant phenotypes, so those of the
Minute clones are primarily ad-
dressed here. Crosses were designed
to create odz� clones lacking M(3)i55

within a heterozygous background
with one copy of Minute, and adjacent
to a twin spot with two copies of
M(3)i55. This proffered the odz� clone
a significant growth advantage, de-
spite its proliferation defect, and
proved that the mutant’s growth re-
tardation capacity was not without
limit (Fig. 6a). However, if a future

Fig. 5. odz- mitotic clones in the wing validate the necessity of odz for growth or survival. Twin
spot wing clones were generated such that odz- clones are genetically marked with the mutation
multiple wing hairs (mwh-), and their twin spots with forked (f-; see Experimental Procedures
section). a: Adjacent clones marked with mwh- and f-. b,c: Controls with odz� mwh- clonal
patches. d–g: Experiment with odz- mwh- clonal patches. The area of the twin spots are sche-
matically displayed for the entirety of the wing for the examples, with the mwh- region marked as
white, and the f- sector marked as black.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. odz- clones observed in a Minute back-
ground reiterate Odz-Dominant Negative
(Odz-DN) defects. Adult eyes were mounted
on scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
discs, and were photographed in color before
gold deposition and SEM. In this way, a com-
parison between the color and SEM photomi-
crographs allowed for genotyping of different
portions of the mosaic eye as they appear in
SEM. a–f: odz- w- clones in a Minute M(3)i55

background (see Experimental Procedures
section) are of significant size, due to their
lack of the Minute mutation. They show ab-
normal ommatidial shape, size and order; in-
terommatidial bristle (IOB) (interommatidial
bristle) loss, and supernumerary IOBs at
clonal margins. Note that a and b show the
same eye in exactly the same orientation; c
shows the eye at a slightly different angle to
emphasize defects; and that d, e, and f are
color coded enlargements taken from b. g-j:
Wild-type w- control clones are very large in
the Minute background, and show no defects.
Again, g and h show the same eye in exactly
the same orientation, and i and j are color
coded enlargements taken from h. Black ar-
row, w- odz- clones; white dotted lines sur-
round w�/w� clones; red arrow, ommatidial
fusion or region lacking ommatidia; green ar-
row, supernumerary IOBs; and yellow arrow,
lens “breach.”
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odz null displays no proliferation, an
absolute requirement for growth will
be assumed. In any case, the odz
clones reached significant sizes, and
could be better examined for pattern
and specification phenotypes.

Eyes with clones were photo-
graphed in color after mounting the
flies during preparation for scanning
electron micrography (SEM; see Ex-
perimental Procedures section). These
samples then had their preparation
completed and were subjected to SEM,
with attention given to replicate the
same image and angle of the eye (e.g.,
see Fig. 6a,b). The SEM results can

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. odz- clones observed in a Minute back-
ground lose specific cell types and display sub-
tle ommatidial spacing defects, disorder, and
photoreceptor (PR) loss and alteration. a–c:
Sections of adult eyes from odz- clones in the
M(3)i55 background. Note that all tissue except
for the odz- clones show granular w� pigment
at the periphery of the ommatidia. a,b: From
serial sections of exactly the same region of a
clone at the level of R7 cells (a) and R8 cells (b).
Ommatidia lacking an R7 cell are marked with
an orange arrow at both sectioned levels (a and
b). Those lacking one or more visible light pho-
toreceptors are marked with a pink arrow or a
green arrow, respectively. c: The red arrow
marks an ommatidial fusion. d: Senseless ex-
pression (red) in an odz clone. The clone region
is distinguishable by lack of green fluorescent
protein (GFP) staining (green). e–h: Senseless
(blue) and Elav (red) in odz- clones are distin-
guishable by the lack of GFP (green). e: The
merged probes in these odz- clones in a Minute
background. i–l: Control clone with no loss of
Odz activity in a Minute background. m–p:
Prospero expression in an odz clone (anterior
right, posterior left). m: White arrows flank the
column of R8 cells (Senseless, blue) in omma-
tidia that express Prospero (red) only in R7.
Green arrowheads flank the column of R8 cells
in ommatidia that express Prospero strongly in
R7, and begin to express it weakly in cone cells.
Loss of Prospero in prospective R7 positions is
observed. q–t: m�0.5-lacZ N activation E(spl)
reporter that marks R4 cells. r: Expression level
of m�0.5 (red) is reduced in R4 cells within the
odz clone. q: Another view of m�0.5 levels in the
same R4s displayed with color-coded pixels
representing increasing m�0.5 intensity values
from black (weakest) to blue, pink, red, orange,
then yellow (strongest).

Fig. 8. UAS-Odz-Dominant Negative (DN)
driven by a Sca driver induces the same phe-
notypes as other Odz knockdown regimens.
a–c: UAS-Odz-DN driven by a Sca-Gal4 driver
induces all of the phenotypes seen in odz-
clones or when Odz-DN is driven in the entire
eye by GMR. Interommatidial bristle (IOB) loss,
supernumerary IOBs, uneven ommatidial size
and shape, column disorder, and ommatidial
fusions are observed.
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then directly be cross referenced to
clone positions in these eyes (Fig. 6a–
f). Ommatidial disorder is very strik-
ing in the odz clones (Fig. 6b,c,e). In
contrast, as soon as the clonal border
is crossed into surrounding areas, or-
der is unperturbed (top of Fig. 6c,e,
and all of 6f). Gross irregularity of om-
matidial size occurs in odz� tissue,
together with loss of any semblance of
hexagonal shape (Fig. 6d). Entire om-
matidia appear missing within the
odz clones (Fig. 6e), ommatidial fu-
sions occur (Fig. 6d), and the lens of
some ommatidia have a “hole” or
“breach,” likely due to absent or mal-
functioning lens-making cone cells
(Fig. 6c,e; Frankfort et al., 2004). The
loss of sensory bristles is complete
within the clones, while the interom-
matidial bristles (IOBs) are fully
present in surrounding heterozygous
and twin spot areas (top of Fig. 6c,e,
and all of 6f). Supernumerary bristles
can be seen at the border of the clones
(Fig. 6c). Thus all of the defects seen
due to Odz-DN expression are recapit-
ulated here. None of these defects are
seen in control clones (Fig. 6g–j).

The sectioned adult eye reiterates
the suite of specific defects docu-
mented for odz-DN eyes (Fig. 3e,f).
One region of a large clone is dis-
played sectioned at the level of R7
cells as well as at the level of R8 cells
(Fig. 7a and 7b, respectively; from se-
rial sections). The odz� clone sections
have several ommatidia with only six,
and sometimes fewer, PR cells appear-
ing at the R7 level (Fig. 7a,c). Judging
by the morphology and a comparison
between the R7 and R8 level sections,
R7 PR cells are often those absent
(Fig. 7a,c). Also common is loss (seen
at both the R7 and R8 level) of a single
visible light photoreceptor, often R6,
based on position (Fig. 7a–c). There
are a much smaller number of omma-
tidia with more than one missing PR
(Fig. 7a,b). No R8 loss occurs. There
are also ommatidia with more than
seven PR cells visible, indicating fu-
sions between ommatidia (Fig. 7c).
Most frequently, the loss of proper ori-
entation of the ommatidia, likely due
to improper rotation, can be dis-
cerned when comparing to the orien-
tation of the pigmented wild-type
ommatidia that surround the clones
(Fig. 7a– c). More than one-third of
the ommatidia within clones in a

Minute background are rotationally
disoriented, and one-quarter to one-
third of the ommatidia within clones
in a Minute background are missing
at least one photoreceptor. Among
the ommatidia with an abnormal PR
count, approximately half have no
R7 cell, half are missing a visible
photoreceptor, less than five percent
have lost more than one photorecep-
tor, and less than five percent are
ommatidial fusions.

odz Acts Downstream of R8
Specification, With Impacts
on Specific Cell Types

odz clones in a Minute background
were examined at the larval stage for
expression of Senseless protein. Ex-
pression of senseless (sens) within
emerging intermediate groups, in R8
equivalence groups, then in individual
R8 cells, indicates the commitment to
R8 sensory neuronal fate differentia-
tion of a cell emerging from the
post-MF proneuronal cluster (Frank-
fort et al., 2001). Senseless is ex-
pressed in the odz clone, in a distribu-
tion once per ommatidial unit (Fig.
7d). Thus Odz is not required for the
specification of the pro-neuronal units
or R8 identity. Cells subsequently re-
cruited around each R8 display dis-
rupted placement and uniformity of
order, as emphasized by Elav staining
(compare Fig. 7e–h to 7i–l). Assess-
ment of markers for the fate of given
types among these cells was under-
taken in odz clones.

Prospero functions in Sevenless-
competent cells before Sevenless sig-
naling, and encodes a transcription
factor that responds to RAS1 through
RTK signaling. Its expression appears
initially in developing R7 cells, then
subsequently in cone cells, while R7
expression increases to exceed that
emerging in the cone cells (Kaufmann
et al., 1996; Fig. 7m–p). By observing
the two most anterior Prospero ex-
pressing columns of cells crossing an
odz clone, we distinguish positions
lacking expected R7 precursors (see
Fig. 7m). Not all, but a large majority,
of expected R7 precursors are missing
from odz clones according to Prospero
staining. This finding is consistent
with the loss seen for R7 cells in
adults (see Fig. 7a).

The transgene m�0.5 reports on a

subset of the enhancers that drive
E(spl) expression, and is specific for
R4 (Cooper and Bray, 1999). Within
odz clones, the expression of m�0.5 in
the R4 precursors is reduced (30% of
the level of wild-type, see Experimen-
tal Procedures section; and Fig. 7q–t).
Attenuated R4-specific expression of
E(spl) attests to lowered N signaling
and possible subsequent visible photo-
receptor fate alteration. This could po-
tentially be expressed as altered
specification or fates of R4 cells them-
selves, or of cells with which R4 inter-
acts. An assessment of these, and of
other cell types’ development will be
studied with further markers in the
future.

Scabrous-Driven Odz-DN
Transgenes Replicate odz�

Phenotypes

Scabrous (Sca) modulates the initial
step of proneuronal clusters’ commit-
ment to neuronal fate and atonal ex-
pression at the furrow. It is then key,
through its interaction with Notch, for
lateral inhibition between the preclus-
ters to establish proper ommatidial
founder spacing (Baker and Zitron,
1995; Ellis et al., 1994). Sca expres-
sion occurs before and in the interme-
diate proneuonal groups, R8 equiva-
lence groups, and subsequent four
columns of R8 precursor cells (col-
umns 0–3). We “drove” Odz-DN ex-
pression using a Sca-Gal4 transgene
driver, to locally knock down odz ac-
tivity at and immediately after the
furrow. Given the cell membrane as-
sociation of Odz, we would expect the
Odz-DN construct to have an effect on
endogenous Odz only if the transgene
and endogenous gene are expressed in
cells at most one cell away. In fact a
strong series of phenotypes are seen
from Odz-DN driven in sca-expressing
cells (Fig. 8a–c), but not with the con-
trol UAS-odz-DN transgene without
the driver (not shown). Disruption of
order, fusion of ommatidia, great vari-
ance of ommatidial size, missing
IOBs, and occasional supernumerary
bristles are observed. Thus the collec-
tion of phenotypes replicated again
here must be caused by the inactiva-
tion of Odz at or posterior to the fur-
row, and not due to later expression of
Odz (e.g., see arrowhead in Fig. 1a;
and below).
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odz and Its Paralog Ten-a
Synergize to Recapitulate
the Same Eye Defects

The Drosophila Ten-a gene is paralo-
gous to odz (Fascetti and Baumgart-
ner; 2002), and directs patterning in
several tissue contexts (Rakovitsky et
al., manuscript submitted for publica-
tion). Embryos from germ line clone-
derived eggs lacking both maternal
and zygotic Ten-a contribution display
an odz like P-R phenotype (Rako-
vitsky et al., manuscript submitted for
publication). Nonlethal lesions exist
among Ten-a alleles, some of which
homozygously give rise to rough eyes
at very low frequencies (Rakovitsky et
al., manuscript submitted for publica-
tion). No Ten-a allele shows eye phe-
notypes as a heterozygote (Fig. 9a).
Nonetheless, eye phenotypes result-

ing from odz/Ten-a transheterozgous
allele combinations appear at signifi-
cant frequencies (see examples in Fig.
9b–f). These range from 21% to 40% of
adults with clear phenotypes when us-
ing a Ten-a covering Deficiency (40%),
or lethal point mutations (21–30%;
Fig. 9b–d), or 5–6% with other Ten-a
lethal point mutations (Fig. 9e,f). All
of the phenotypes caused by odz loss of
function genotypes, which we have de-
scribed above, are seen here to exag-
gerated extents due to synergy of par-
tial odz and Ten-a loss. Irregular
ommatidial size, loss of hexagonal om-
matidial shape, two and three unit
ommatidial fusions, bristle loss, disor-
dered placement of sporadic supernu-
merary bristles, and widespread dis-
order and spacing defects are
reiterated in these strong phenotypic

examples (Fig. 9b–f). These transhet-
erozygous effects strongly suggest
that Odz and Ten-a closely, if not di-
rectly, cooperate. The striking synergy
is consistent with data suggesting
that Odz and Ten-a can form het-
erodimers (unpublished observa-
tions), as has been established for all
four vertebrate homologs (Feng et al.,
2002). We think it likely that Ten-a,
whose expression overlaps that of Odz
(unpublished observations), acts to-
gether with Odz to exert its functional
effects in the eye at the stages that we
have documented for Odz alone.

DISCUSSION

Odz Is Necessary for Several
Cell Types of the Drosophila
Eye

While unable to examine the effect of
complete loss of activity of the P-R
gene odz in Drosophila eyes, we car-
ried out several varied odz loss of ac-
tivity regimens, all of which produced
the same constellation of eye pheno-
types. The approaches included use of
an Odz-DN protein expressed broadly
in the eye (with GMR) or in Sca-ex-
pressing cells in and posterior to the
furrow; producing eye clones with an
odz hypomorphic allele in a normal or
Minute background; and producing
odz/Ten-a transheterozygous allele
combination flies. The consistently
produced phenotypes were changes in
ommatidial shape, order, orientation,
and size; ommatidial fusions; IOB
loss; and lens “breaches” likely due to
cone cell defects. Eyes that were sec-
tioned revealed variable photorecep-
tor loss: visible; and especially of R7.
The consistency of the phenotypes
from these very different “knock-
downs” supports their validity, de-
spite the lack of a null odz experiment.
The phenotypes will perhaps be more
penetrant and robust in an odz null,
but it remains to be seen if distinct
additional phenotypes will arise with
a null.

Odz is expressed in cells of omma-
tidial preclusters in columns 0–3, im-
mediately posterior to R8 equivalence
groups. Odz is expressed after the ear-
liest Senseless expression (Fig. 1d,g),
and after R8 specification, as evi-
denced by the presence of Senseless
expression in odz clones (Fig. 7d). No

Fig. 9. Ten-a and odz transheterozygous combinations phenocopy Odz knockdown regimens.
b–f: Transheterozygous Ten-a (deficiency or single mutation) odz combinations give all of the
phenotypes associated with Odz loss-of-function regimens above. Interommatidial bristle (IOB)
loss, supernumerary IOBs, uneven ommatidial size and shape, column disorder, and ommatidial
fusions are observed. a: Ten-a deficiencies (and single mutations, not shown) do not give these
phenotypes when alone.
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adult ommatidia were observed that
lack an R8 photoreceptor in odz
knockdowns (Fig. 7b), further attest-
ing that odz does not participate in R8
specification. Instead, high transient
Odz expression occurs in emerging
photoreceptors in and posterior to the
furrow in prospective R8, 2, 5, 3, and 4
cells, according to cluster placement
and morphologies (Fig. 1k). This Odz
expression is at a stage and position
appropriate to possibly impact: early
ommatidial positioning, such as spac-
ing and rotation; decisions taken dur-
ing the above-mentioned five cells’ dif-
ferentiation; specification of the above
four visible PR precursors; and fates
of later recruited cells that these five
cells contact or less directly influence.
Observed Odz loss leads to loss of cell
order within ommatidia, rotation de-
fects, but only inconsistently to omma-
tidial spacing defects. Among these
cells, we documented marker changes
in only one precursor, R4, with odz
loss causing down-regulation of the
m�0.5 reporter of E(spl) expression
and N activation. Although this R4-
specific signaling change is signifi-
cant, we must still clarify ultimate R4
fate, and must examine the fate of the
other PRs.

At a later stage, the loss of primar-
ily R7 photoreceptors seen in adult
Odz knockdown ommatidia may re-
sult from two distinct possible causes.
The first might be due to early order
and spacing defects (above) subse-
quently causing local pools of precur-
sor cells between forming ommatidial
centers to be underpopulated or disor-
ganized to the point that the last
formed PRs (such as R7) fail to be
recruited. This can also explain why
subsequently recruited accessory cell
types are also observed as lost in Odz
knockdown tissue, and why sporadic
ommatidial fusions are observed. The
depletion of pools of precursor cells
available for differentiation might
also be influenced by odz�-induced
cell death or faulty proliferation, in
later larval and postlarval stages (see
below). Alternatively, odz� compro-
mised fates of the five first PR precur-
sors might interact with and change
the specification of subsequently re-
cruited cells.

The second distinct cause for the va-
riety of specific cell type losses may be
due to the need for Odz activity re-

peatedly in a series of distinct cell-
type specific specification programs. It
is possible that later larval Odz ex-
pression (Fig. 1l, 1a, arrowhead) is re-
quired for full development of R7 and
other late cell fates. The fates of the
visible PR cell types might also be de-
pendent on the very low level of Odz
expressed between the two strong ex-
pression fields, noticeable at high sen-
sitivity (Fig. 1f,l). A more extensive
identification of cells lost in eye disc
clones must be carried out to comple-
ment the first view of the fates of R7
precursors, and of R4 precursor ex-
pression alterations.

Much later, Odz is also expressed
subsequently in the pupal eye disc
(data not shown), which may play a
role in IOB and cone cell fates. Sense-
less expression occurs in pupal eye
discs. IOB defects and evident cone
cell defects leading to lens “breaches”
observed for Odz are like those that
occur with senseless loss (Frankfort et
al., 2004). It is possible that odz coop-
erates with senseless in these contexts
where their expression overlaps and
where they yield similar mutant phe-
notypes.

Odz Mutants Cause Cells
and Clones Not to Thrive

odz clones in the eye and wing failed
to thrive. Further insight into the un-
derlying molecular mechanism, or
partners of Odz, was not derived here.
However, that the smaller clone size is
seen in adults, yet not in the original
larval discs, means that it is a failure
that occurs after the first steps of dif-
ferentiation impacted by Odz, in late
larval or pupal stages, through later,
distinct processes. Whether the pro-
cesses include differential survival,
programmed cell death, or altered pro-
liferation rates will only be answered
with further work, as will an assur-
ance that the failure to thrive is at-
tributable solely to odz, and not to a
second site mutation on the odz-FRT
chromosome. However, we have seen
that Ten-a- clones are also smaller
than their twin spots in eyes (Swissa
and Wides, unpublished), suggesting
that this is a bona fide phenomenon
involving both paralogs, perhaps in
concert.

Proposed Mechanisms of
Odz-DN Activity

The rationale for constructing an
Odz-DN transgene to encode a carboxy-
terminal truncated form was to mimic
known DN constructs of Notch (Rebay
et al., 1991). The intracellular portion of
Notch is necessary to propagate a signal
sensed extracellularly by its N-terminal
EGF region (see Artavanis-Tsakonas et
al., 1999). Overexpression of a C-trun-
cation, which can compete for ligand
binding but which cannot provide a
cleaved functional NICD, prevents intra-
cellular transduction of the signal. Our
extensive work on the Odz protein is
summarized in our model of the protein
as a type I transmembrane protein that
is deployed to the plasma membrane as
a linked pair of the N terminus (includ-
ing EGF-repeats) covalently joined to a
postcleavage C-terminal portion by a
reducible bond (Dgany and Wides,
2002). Odz proteins of this structure un-
dergo additional cleavages, intracellu-
larly, and we assume that overexpress-
ing a variant with an incomplete
C-terminus disrupts a function needed
intracellularly for Odz. In that sense,
we propose that Odz acts, at least in
part, by a Notch-receptor–like manner,
involving cleavage. In addition, and un-
like Notch, pairs of Odz N-terminal to
C-terminal complexes associate as
dimers (Dgany and Wides, 2002).
Therefore, the formation of nonfunc-
tional dimers is an alternative and per-
haps complementary hypothesis for the
basis of the dominant negative activity
of the Odz C-terminal truncation.

Unlike our model, type II models for
Odz/Tenm proteins have also been
proposed by other groups (Oohashi et
al., 1999; Rubin et al., 1999). They
model a short N terminal portion of
the protein as intracellular, followed
by a highly hydrophobic region consid-
ered a transmembrane domain (as op-
posed to a signal peptide region by our
analysis) and a large, C-terminal ex-
tracellular, globular portion (Oohashi
et al., 1999). According to this model,
it is possible to expect a failure of nec-
essary dimerization mediated by ex-
tracellular domains (Feng et al., 2002)
in the large C-terminal truncation we
carried out. In fact, the carboxy-termi-
nal truncation manipulation proved
experimentally to confer dominant-
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negative activity to Odz, and both
models can conform to this result.

odz in Other Sensory
Tissues

Odz expression and developmental
and functional roles in sensory bris-
tles are not limited to the IOBs (Le-
vine et al., 1997b). Sensory bristles in
the wing disc, sensitive to Ac/Sc, ex-
press odz during larval stages. Odz is
also expressed in developing bristles
in the leg disc and others, as well as
developing chordotonals and is im-
aged by odz enhancer trap lines even
at adult stages in chordotonals and
external sensory organs (Levine et al.,
1997b). There is also expression in the
maxillary palp and antennae in the
olfactory organs of Drosophila, just as
there is in every olfactory epithelium
of vertebrates examined (e.g., Otaki
and Firestein, 1999; Ben-Zur et al.,
2000). In fact, the peripheral nervous
system, sensory ganglia in the central
nervous system, and sensory tissues
all have some Odz gene expressed in
all vertebrates examined. The extent
that here, too, Odz might contribute to
sensory cell differentiation together
with coexpressed Senseless in differ-
ent contexts, remains to be deter-
mined.

Odz in the Eye Is Universal
in Metazoans

Odz is expressed in the eye of all ver-
tebrates examined. There are four
paralog types, Odz/Tenm1-4, in all
vertebrates. Each of them has expres-
sion in some portion of the eye and
visual system, as documented in rat,
mouse, chicken, and zebrafish. This
includes pigmented retina, neural ret-
ina, optic stalk, and expression in sev-
eral important embryonic develop-
mental sites of the eye (Oohashi et al;
1999; Minet et al., 1999; Rubin et al.,
1999, 2002; Mieda et al., 1999; Otaki
and Firestein, 1999; Tucker et al.,
2001; Ben-Zur et al., 2000; Zhou et al.,
2003). Perhaps most importantly, the
first non-Drosophilan Odz mutant,
Odz4, yields developmental eye de-
fects in the mouse embryo (Lossie et
al., 2005). Given the nature of Odz and
Ten-a function in the fly eye, and
given the parallels found for many key
patterning genes in the eye of Dro-

sophila proving to be critical for ver-
tebrates, we expect that the roles in
flies and vertebrates have a common
evolutionary ancestry. It should prove
to be an important patterning and dif-
ferentiation gene to follow in verte-
brates, within the developing frame-
works of molecular control of eye
development and differentiation.

EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURES

Drosophila melanogaster
Stocks

D. melanogaster stocks were main-
tained at 25°C on standard corn meal–
yeast–agar medium. odz628 is an
EMS-induced hypomorph on an FRT
third chromosome whose derivation is
described below, whereas odzl(3)844,
odzl(3)5309, and Df(3L)odzAL3 are as
previously described (Levine et al.,
1994, 1997a). Stocks carrying a trans-
gene encoding a carboxy-terminal
truncation of the Odz protein (Odz-
DN), or a transgene encoding the full-
length Odz protein, downstream of a
heat shock promoter or a UAS pro-
moter were prepared and are de-
scribed as previously (Dgany and
Wides, 2002), and below.

The GMR Gal4 driver w;
P{w[�mC]�GAL4-ninaE.GMR}12
was obtained from the Blooming-
ton Drosophila stock center. Sca-
Gal4 (w; P{w�sca-Gal4}/ CyO) and
sca1 were kindly provided by Adi
Salzberg. The X chromosome defi-
ciency Df(1)KA6/FM7c, which de-
letes 10E1-11A7-8 and which was
proven to delete Ten-a (Rakovitsky
et al., manuscript submitted for pub-
lication), was obtained from Bloom-
ington. Ten-a mutants generated
from inexact excisions of a resident
nonlethal P-element insertion: Ten-
a367/FM6B; Ten-a152/FM6B; and
Ten-a952/FM6B were generated and
balanced as described (Rakovitsky et
al., manuscript submitted for publi-
cation). Also obtained from Bloom-
ington were Samarkand, Canton-S,
and y w.

The 80B FRT carrying line y1 w1118;
P{ry[�t7.2]neoFRT}80B (Chou and
Perrimon, 1996) is described below,
including deviations from its original
description. The following lines were
used for flipping the left arm of the

third chromosome: y w Hs-FLP 22; ubi-
GFP, M(3)i55 P{ry[�t7.2]neoFRT}80B /
TM6B, a line from the Antonio Garcia-
Bellido lab kindly provided by Ber-
trand Mollereau; w; P{w[�mC]�Ubi-
GFP.D}61EF P{ry[�t7.2] FRT}80B,
obtained from Bloomington; and y
w Hs-FLP 22; TM3 Sb/TM6B, ob-
tained from Bloomington. Crosses be-
tween w; P{w[�mC]�Ubi-GFP.D}61EF
P{ry[�t7.2] FRT}80B and y w Hs-FLP
22; TM3 Sb/ TM6B yielded y w Hs-
FLP 22; P{w[�mC]�Ubi-GFP.D}61EF
P{ry[�t7.2] FRT}80B. A line used for
creating marked mitotic clones in the
wing, Hs-flp-9F w f36a; mwh P{f�}64C
P{FRT}80B /TM1, was a kind gift of the
Antonio Garcia-Bellido lab. m�0.5
(P{E(spl)m�0.5-lacZ}(line 6F5, on chro-
mosome II)) is the enhancer of split iso-
lated enhancer reporter that marks R4
specific Notch activation (Cooper and
Bray, 1999).

Mutagenesis and Screening:
Creation of an FRT-odz
Mutant Chromosome

The FRT line bearing a single
FRT element at 80B (y1 w1118;
P{ry[�t7.2]neoFRT} 80B), but lack-
ing encoded Neo function as reported
(www.flybase.org), was obtained
from Bloomington. Despite reports of
an unexpected second FRT P ele-
ment on 80B FRT lines, this stock
was verified to have only one P ele-
ment at 80B. Homozygous males of
this line were ethyl methane sulfo-
nate (EMS) mutagenized by over-
night feeding of 25 mM EMS in a 1%
sucrose solution. Twenty-four hours
after feeding, those males were
crossed to y w; Xa/ TM3 Sb females,
and all Stubble marked male off-
spring were collected. Three thou-
sand such males were pair crossed to
y w; odzl(3)5309 / TM3 Sb females, and
crosses that produced only Stubble
offspring were saved. Five such fam-
ilies were kept as lines, and each
represented a mixture of flies carry-
ing odzl(3)5309 over the balancer plus
a mutation that failed to comple-
ment odzl(3)5309 over the balancer.
Six to ten male offspring from each
of these lines were backcrossed to y
w; Xa/ TM3 Sb females in pair
crosses, and the six to ten resulting
sublines were evaluated to see
whether the subline founder parent
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bore odzl(3)5309 or the new odz allele
on the FRT chromosome.

The two options were differentiated
by their ability to support a polymer-
ase chain reaction (PCR) using the
primer pair acaagcaaacgtgcactg and
tgtattgacggtgtgtttgtttg. The primers
support a PCR product of 250 bp be-
tween a point within the disrupting P
element of odzl(3)5309 and the flanking
downstream genomic odz DNA at 79E.
The newly mutagenized chromosome,
with a P element only at 80B bearing
the FRT, produces no PCR replicon
with this primer pair. The sublines,
once isolated, were outcrossed to un-
link other third chromosome lethals,
then were tested and proven not to
complement other known odz alleles
and deficiencies. The odz628 (w�;
odz628 FRT80B}/ TM3 Sb) line used in
this work bears a mutation on the
FRT chromosome that is lethal but
that has a very weak P-R cuticle phe-
notype, like many other lethal odz hy-
pomorphic alleles (Levine et al.,
1997a). Line odz628 was balanced with
a TM3 Sb ftz-LacZ chromosome, al-
lowing for selection of homozygous odz
embryos that are not stained blue in
the presence of X-Gal. A handpicked
population of the odz628 homozygous
embryos yields protein extracts with
no Western detectable Odz protein,
unlike sibs carrying one or two wild-
type odz alleles (for Experimental Pro-
cedures section, see Dgany and Wides,
2002).

Genetically Marked odz�

Wing Clones

Clones of odz and accompanying twin
spots in the wing were marked by a
forked (f) and multiple wing hairs
(mwh) FRT technique (see Resino et al.,
2002). Female Hs-flp-9F w f36a; mwh
P{f�}64C P{FRT}80B /TM1 flies were
crossed to odz628 P{ry[�t7.2]neoFRT}
80B/TM3 Sb males, and offspring were
heat shocked at early larval stages. The
resulting males not carrying balancers
were capable of yielding forked marked
odz clones and their associated mwh
marked twin spots upon “flipping.” For
non-odz� controls, female hs-flp-9F w
f36a; mwh P{f�}64C P{ry[�t7.2] neo-
FRT} 80B/TM1 flies were crossed to
P{ry[�t7.2]neoFRT}80B males, fol-
lowed by the same treatment. The areas
of the twin spots were photographed

and examined. Schematics of the rela-
tive twin spot clone sizes were drawn
accordingly.

Genetically Marked odz� Eye
Clones

y w; odz628 FRT80B/TM3 Sb males
were crossed to y w Hs-FLP 22;
P{w[�mC]�Ubi-GFP.D}61EF P{ry
[�t7.2] FRT}80B females. Offspring
were heat shocked as first instar lar-
vae, and all non-Stubble flies were ca-
pable of “flipping” that yields white,
non–green fluorescent protein (GFP)
carrying odz� clones adjacent to deep
red twin spots encoding enhanced
GFP) expression. At late larval stages,
eye discs were examined by confocal
microscopy for clonal twin spots
marked by GFP autofluorescence.
Half of all eye discs, those with two
80B-FRT bearing chromosomes, are
capable of developing mitotic twin
clones. As adults, clonal twin spots
were identified according to White
pigment, potentially in all non-Stub-
ble flies.

To generate odz� clones of en-
hanced size, y w; odz628 FRT80B/TM3
Sb males were crossed to y w Hs-FLP
22; ubi-GFP, M(3)i55 P{FRT 80B}/
TM6B females. One-quarter of both
male and female offspring are capable
of developing mitotic twin spot clones.
As adults, those capable of producing
mitotic clones are evident due to their
lack of the balancer chromosomes’ ge-
netic markers, and those that actually
bear clones are evident by white pig-
ment. GFP expression, which was rel-
atively weak, was imaged in discs us-
ing anti-GFP antibody. To generate
odz� clones for following R4 cells and
Notch activation, y w; odz628 FRT80B/
TM3 Sb females were crossed to m�0.5
males. Non-Sb, odz628-resulting F1
males were crossed to y w Hs-FLP 22;
P{w[�mC]�Ubi-GFP.D}61EF P{ry
[�t7.2] FRT}80B females. The F2
offspring were heat shocked as
first instar larva. Half of the F2 off-
spring are capable of developing
mitotic clones, among which half
carry m�0.5-lacZ. The relevant
flies’ genotype is y w Hs-FLP/y w;
m�0.5-lacZ/�; odz628 FRT80B /
P{w[�mC]�Ubi-GFP.D}61EF P{ry
[�t7.2] FRT}80B. Discs were exam-
ined with anti-GFP and anti-�Gal
antibodies.

DNA and Transgenics

A 3.6-kb EcoRI fragment of the Odz
cDNA clone p9.1 (Levine et al., 1994)
was ligated into the EcoRI site of the
polycloning stretch of pCaSpeR-UAS
or pCaSpeR-hs. These yielded trans-
genes that encode an 1131-aa carboxy-
truncation of the Odz protein. These
transgenes, and corresponding full-
length Odz encoding transgenes, were
injected into syncitial embryos to gen-
erate transgenic lines by modifica-
tions of standard methods.

Genetic Crosses

A line that was balanced for the
odzl(3)844 mutation, and also carried
two copies of HS-Odz-DN on the sec-
ond chromosome was created. This
line, and the original odzl(3)844 line,
were crossed with Df(3L)odzAL3 to
generate the weak allelic combination
odzl(3)844/ Df(3L)odzAL3, with and
without the HS-Odz-DN transgene,
respectively. The flies were raised at
29°C, and the “leakiness” of the HS
promoter was adequate to induce ef-
fective Odz-DN levels to observe en-
hanced cuticle phenotypic effects. This
observation was achieved with several
different insertions of the transgene
and was heat dependent. Cuticle phe-
notypes were examined after prepara-
tion of embryos by standard methods
(Wieschaus and Nusslein-Volhard,
1986).

Balanced odz and Ten-a lethal lines
were crossed, and offspring transhet-
erozygous for the Ten-a and odz al-
leles, as evidenced by absence of bal-
ancer’s markers, were examined.
Ommatidial phenotypes, as visualized
by SEM micrographs of compound
eyes, were examined.

Crosses were carried out between
appropriate lines to bring together
Gal4 drivers and UAS transgenes, un-
der conditions of 29°C for maximal ex-
pression, unless otherwise noted.
GMR drivers were carefully con-
trolled, as driver alone, in the same
incubations and regimens as experi-
ments, as were all other drivers, such
as Sca, when used to drive Odz-DN
and Odz-full-length.

SEM and Adult Eye Sections

Light microscopy of sectioned adult
Drosophila eyes (Tomlinson and
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Ready, 1987) and SEM of adult Dro-
sophila eyes were prepared, exam-
ined, photographed and analyzed by
modifications of standard methods.
For SEM work, flies were mounted on
the SEM sample preparation discs by
standard procedures. The eyes of
these flies were photographed in a bin-
ocular microscope at ideal angles to
view the color of the red heterozygous
tissue plus white and deep red twin
clone spots. After gold coating, the
eyes of the samples were examined
and photographed in SEM. Great care
was taken to photograph the SEM mi-
crographs in precisely the same orien-
tation and angle as the previously re-
corded color pictures. In this way, a
clear correlation can be made between
any portion of the eye and its twin-
spot genotypes according to White pig-
ment.

Antibodies and
Immunocytochemistry

The anti-Odz mouse monoclonal anti-
body MAb20 has been described (Le-
vine et al., 1994). Monoclonal rat
(7E8A10) and mouse (9F8A9) anti-
Elav antibodies were obtained from
the Developmental Studies Hybrid-
oma Bank (DSHB). Monoclonal mouse
anti-�gal antibody (40-1a) and mouse
anti-Prospero (MR1A) antibody were
also obtained from DSHB. Guinea pig
anti-Senseless antisera was a kind
gift of the lab of Hugo Bellen. Rabbit
anti-GFP antisera was obtained from
Molecular Probes, Invitrogen (Eu-
gene, OR; catalog number A11122).
Secondary antibodies conjugated ei-
ther to horseradish peroxidase (HRP;
Jackson Laboratories, West Grove,
PA) for diaminobenzamidine (DAB)
turnover or fluorescent molecules (be-
low) were used. Nuclear staining was
achieved by brief exposure to Hoechst
stain.

Third instar larva were dissected
and their eye–antennal discs were
treated for immunocytochemistry as
described (Levine et al., 1997b). HRP-
based double immunocytochemical
staining of Odz and Elav was per-
formed as follows. Odz was visualized
first using mouse anti-Odz followed by
goat anti-mouse HRP and DAB devel-
opment under standard conditions.
The simultaneous rat anti-Elav reac-
tion was then followed by goat anti-rat

HRP and DAB development in the
presence of nickel chloride and cobalt
chloride to yield a black reaction. For
immunofluorescence confocal micros-
copy, the secondary antibody conju-
gates used were anti-mouse Cy3, anti-
mouse Cy5, anti-guinea pig Cy2, anti-
guinea pig Cy3, anti-guinea pig Cy5,
anti-rabbit Cy2, and anti-rat tetra-
methylrhodamine isothiocyanate–
rhodamine (all from Jackson Labora-
tories). The �gal staining driven by
m�0.5 in R4 cells was quantitated by
integrating fluorescence intensities
for an entire stack of Z-sections of the
relevant eye clones, and surrounding
tissue (control), to capture expression
in the entire relevant “spatial vol-
ume.”
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